The Power of Many – At Your Fingertips

Most professionals rely on a number of different collections of information to help with their research. They seem to want the impossible: speed, accuracy and depth, without “noise.” Deep Web Technologies makes the impossible possible: All the important collections at your fingertips, without the noise.

Our “next-generation” federated search technology can tie all your internal collections together, and whatever external collections – wherever they may be – together under one search. Whether subscription-based, proprietary, internal, public or otherwise, we can include it in your federated search.

Subscribe, Proprietary, Public Collections – Whatever You Need

AGRICOLA Articles & Books
American Association for Cancer Research
American Meteorological Society
Army Corps of Engineers
Army Pubsh
Blackwell
Britannica Online
Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition
CFO Magazine
CHEMID Plus
CIO Magazine
Copyright Renewal Database
CNN Money
Danish National Archives
DOD Alternative Fuels Data Center
DTIC Science and Technology
EBSCO
EDGAR
EPO – European Patent Office
FDA Center for Food Safety
Frost & Sullivan
Gale
Gartner
Grolier New Book of Knowledge Reference
JSTOR
Lexis/Nexis
Library of Congress
Medline Plus
National Institute of Health
NIH PUBMED
NREL
OVIDSP
Proquest
Thomson

And thousands more …

Protect Your Investment – New Collections Added at Your Request

Do you subscribe to an esoteric collection? Do you have important internal collections you want included in your federated search? Do you have collections other search companies refuse to include? No problem – we happily, quickly and cost-effectively build new connectors when you need them! Deep Web Technologies helps protect your investment in federated search, by using advanced technology to ensure we can federate almost any collection available over the Internet.

Mix and Match your Collections with Search Builder

Specialized departments within your organizations may only need a handful of collections. Deep Web Technologies’ Search Builder tool lets you pick and choose from your collections to build the perfect federated search portal for each department.